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Furnished apartments in the center of Vienna for vacation or Business trips
Deutsch
Are you looking for a comfortable live in Suite vacation home or an apartment in the heart of Vienna,
to spend your vacation or holidays or for Business or a study stay? Apartments Hermine offers
beautiful, fully equipped and high-quality apartments for 2 to 6 persons. The apartments are in a
beautiful Viennese building, with the typical flair and old Viennese ambience. The location is quiet,
very traffic favorable as the Underground is next to the house, and in direct proximity to the
Viennese city centre.
High quality, over-complete equipped apartments
All apartments are on most modern standard, as well as very cozy with Art Deco and Art nouveau
furniture, affectionally arranged. Floors in solid wood parquet in the living rooms, a complete Modern
kitchen equipped with all devices (from microwave to dishwashers) and naturally with a complete
set of table-ware, cutlery and glasses for an elegantly set table and relaxed cooking. The bathroom
is elegant and equipped with tiles of high-quality natural stone. Flat screen TV,
DVD/CD/MP3-Player, Wireless LAN internet, alarm radio are part of our generous arrangement. Bed
linen, towels and the likes are placed from us - you move into the apartment as you were moving
into a Hotel suite. For your children, if requested, you could get from us, cradle, toys, or Baby
phone.
Your desire location: central, conveniently situated with regard to public transportation,
quiet, near green areas
The Herminengasse is directly on the border to the Viennese town centre (city center: 5 walking
minutes). All points of interest in the Viennese center are to be reached easily by foot.Through an
Underground Station (U2, U4) next to the house all areas and landmarks of Vienna are fast and
simply accessible, as well as the Viennese fair. Nearby are stores and restaurants, also a traditional
market (Karmelitermarkt), and around the corner is already a supermarket with a Bakery for
the quick shopping. The historical Augartenpark and the picturesque Donaukanal- Lände are ideal
urban recreation areas located a short distance away.

An excursion (Tour) thru our apartments

